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1

Hamburg, the port and its hinterland

The City of Hamburg is situated on the River Elbe, 110 km inland from the south-eastern
corner of the North Sea 1 (see Figure 1), it has 1.75 million (M) inhabitants and an area of 755
km2. Hamburg is a city state and the second smallest within the federal structure of
Germany. The Port of Hamburg is a city port in so far as it is mostly surrounded by
settlement areas and is located on the southern shore of the river directly opposite the city’s
centre and only 1.6 km as the crow flies from the town hall. The Port of Hamburg is a
customs free zone, land based access to and from most of the port area is thus restricted to
customs check points.
The motorway network connecting Berlin, Northern Germany and the Southwest of the
country converge on the city, the same is true for major rail connections for both national and
international passenger and freight traffic.

North Sea

Port of
Hamburg
River Elbe

Motorway

Figure 1: Map showing the city state of Hamburg (dark green), the Hamburg Metropolitan Region
(light green) and major national transport corridors (source: own representation with
ArcGIS)

Goods turnover in the Port of Hamburg has been growing steadily in recent years (see
Figure 2) and combined with a rising degree of containerisation of general cargo, this has
lead to rapid increases in the turnover of containers in the port: 4.3 M TEU in 2000 grew to
nearly 10 M TEU turned over in 2007 and this figure is currently forecast to rise to 18.1 M
TEU in 2015 (hamburg-port-authority.de, 2007). The current modal split (without ocean going
traffic) for the hinterland movements of containers is as follows: road 50 %, rail 22 %, IWW 2
% and feeder traffic 27 % (hafen-hamburg.de, 2007a).

1

the Wadden Sea – At the time of writing, this area is proposed to become a UN World Natural Heritage Site
(with the exception of some small sections).
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Figure 2: Development of cargo turnover in the Port of Hamburg – 126 M t in 2005 (source: own
representation, data from Statistisches Amt für Hamburg und Schleswig Holstein, 2007)

Cargo statistics for the City of Hamburg are unfortunately not available in directly
comparative disaggregations. However, to put the 126 M t turned over in the port in 2005 into
perspective, it can be noted that this constitutes 45.1% of the 279 M t which were moved to
and from the city as a whole in the same year. In 2006, these figures had risen to 135 M t for
the port and 306 M t for the city respectively – thus decreasing the port’s share in the overall
figure very slightly to 44.1% (data: Statistisches Amt für Hamburg und Schleswig Holstein,
2007).
For a correct understanding of the turn-over figures relating to the port, it should be noted at
this point, that cargo - including containers, i.e. TEU – is generally counted at least twice,
once when entering and once when leaving e.g. a terminal. Since cargo is also transferred
between terminals - if for example an incoming vessel from overseas delivers a container to
one terminal while the feeder ship taking it into the Baltic Sea leaves from another - a single
cargo unit might actually be represented four times in these figures.
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The Hamburg questionnaire study

2.1

Objectives and target group

11

One of the early tasks in the NMC II project was to collect information on the goods flows
relating to the participating ports 2 . This information was to include origin-destination
relationships as well as the qualitative and quantitative composition of the cargo moved, past
developments of these parameters and prognoses for the future 3 . However, it was found, that
such information is generally only available in a highly aggregated form, both relating to
individual ports and to administrative units such as the City of Hamburg or the Province of
Flanders. Thus the data did not allow concrete conclusions relating to the potential of shifting
cargo from road based to MoS type connections.
Most data available (free of charge) on origin-destination relationships contains information
on tonnages moved but not their distribution among different cargo types (e.g. bulk cargo,
general cargo or containers) or goods classes (e.g. agricultural products, ores and metallic
waste, foodstuffs). Neither did it allow any analysis of the modal split of cargo flows on
different routes and relations (Gaffron, 2008a). Thus it was not possible, either, to forecast
the development of cargo flows and the resulting impacts on the traffic situation on the
relevant hinterland connections of the Port of Hamburg. It would be important, though, to be
able to predict the developments of supply and demand in infrastructure and services at
existing and possible future bottlenecks – particularly in view of the rapid growth rates for
goods turnover within the port currently forecast (+76% tonnage between 2005 and 2015;
Gaffron et al., 2007) and the capacity restrictions already existing on the hinterland
connections.
Since these restrictions in the data available were found to be similar in all port regions
participating in NMC II, it was decided to pilot a study on the potential for MoS as well as the
goods flows on hinterland connections in Hamburg as the largest of the participating ports.
Depending on the results of this study, similar studies could then be carried out by project
partners in other regions to compare and contrast the findings. However, it was found that
collecting the data at a sufficient level of detail was highly time consuming and the Hamburg
study ultimately remained the only such investigation carried out within NMC II.
In consultation with the NMC II partners, the relevant actors in the Hamburg administration
as well as the Hamburg Port Authority 4 , the objectives of the study were defined as follows:
• collating more detailed information on port and hinterland related goods flows (cargo
types and quantities, modal split, origins and destinations) at the Hamburg level,
•

collecting information about potential obstacles to MoS related activities and

•

appraising the interest in MoS type activities in the Hamburg logistics community as
well as the potential for modal shift.

Ideally, the target group would have comprised all those companies which generate or are
involved in freight transport relating to the Hamburg region and its hinterland. This would also
have encompassed companies, who do not maintain an actual representation in the
Hamburg region. However, in order to make the most effective use of the resources available
within the project, it was decided to focus on companies located in the City of Hamburg and

2

See Section 5.1 for information on project aims and structure.

3

See NMC II Deliverable E2 Port Information Report

4

an expert on customs matters as well as a representative of the Hamburg Logistics Initiative from the
administration; representatives of the strategic planning department of the Hamburg Port Authority
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its immediate surroundings whose activities generate freight traffic relating to the port or who
are even directly based within the port area.
As the project was not in funds to buy addresses and company information from commercial
sources, the enquiry used the database of the Port of Hamburg Marketing e.V. (HHM), which
was kindly made available. This database is accessible online and companies with a
commercial interest relating to the Port of Hamburg in any way can have their information
included on a voluntary basis 5 .

2.2

Methodology

2.2.1 Study type
It was decided to conduct an internet based survey which was to be supplemented by
personal interviews in particular cases – for example for companies who generated or
handled a known high share of the cargo movements in Hamburg.
Using an internet based questionnaire carries the advantage, that all responses provided are
saved to a database, which can be analysed directly (following the relevant plausibility
checks and any necessary adjustments). This eliminates the additional effort and any
potential errors generated through a further processing of the data by the investigators.
Furthermore, respondents can intermittently save the information they provide, allowing them
to return to the questionnaire at a later stage (something, which is not possible in telephone
interviews, for example). Thus, colleagues or other sources of additional information can be
consulted if desired and the time needed for providing the responses can be structured
individually.
An internet based survey can also be programmed in such a way, that consecutive questions
are only posed if relevant based on the answers already provided. This is more user friendly
than paper based options especially in the case of complex questionnaires such as was the
case here (see also Section 2.2.3). A paper comparing web-based and mail-based surveys
in different research fields (e.g. marketing, health, logistics) found response rates between
4% and 46% to the web based surveys and concluded, that – as far as this was possible to
assess – the two methods were at least equivalent in the response rates and response
qualities they generated (Deutskens et al., 2007). The same study 6 has shown, that answers
to on-line surveys tend to be more outspoken than the responses received when choosing a
paper based format (ibid.) Thus, the risk of IT software or hardware required to respond to
such surveys being inaccessible, faulty or unfamiliar would appear to be (increasingly)
compensated by other factors.
Also, all answers provided can be used in the analysis, even when questionnaires are not
completed – while in such cases paper based versions might not in fact be returned to the
investigators and partial answers would be lost. Money and resources saved in not printing
and posting questionnaires constitute a further benefit.
The company CNS Austria 7 was commissioned to do the programming for the study. This
entailed advice on structuring questions and answers, programming and hosting the
questionnaire interface, structuring and managing the associated database, saving the
incoming response data and checking and preparing it for an analysis with Microsoft Excel®

5

The addresses are available on the Port of Hamburg website (www.hafen-hamburg.de/component/option,
com_sobi2/Itemid,455/lang,de/ - accessed May 2007). At the time of use for NMC II it contained 2052
addresses.

6

This paper reviewed surveys in service research, a research field which is relevant for many of the open
ended questions in parts C & D of the questionnaire .

7

http://www.cn-s.eu/
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und SPSS®. Furthermore, CNS Austria generated and posted the individual access keys (in
URL format) for all companies that were contacted.

2.2.2 Scope of the study
The original data base made available for the study (see Section 2.1) contained 2052
addresses. Due to the classification of business sectors available in the database, 1 138
entries were excluded as irrelevant to the objectives of the study which left 914 addresses to
be contacted 8 (see Appendix 2 for the sectors that were in- and excluded).
Any gaps in those 969 postal and e-mail addresses were completed manually wherever
possible. Due to the fact, that no named contact persons were contained in the database,
generic company addresses had to be used.

2.2.3 Questionnaire structure
The questionnaire consisted of four sections (see Appendix 3). Section A contained six
questions about contact data, the kind(s) of logistics or business sectors in which the
companies are active and what kind of goods are transported by or in the name of the
company.
Part B of the questionnaire examined cargo traffic through six questions, looking for detailed
information concerning modal split, different cargo types (bulk cargo, general cargo and
containerised freight) as well as origin-destination relations of goods flows.
Part C (six questions) dealt with the relevant transport infrastructures and services both in
the port and its hinterland. The respondents were asked to evaluate these factors from their
own point of view, to identify bottlenecks and to point out requirements or options for
improvement. They were also asked to describe any measures they had taken themselves to
optimise cargo movements relating to the company.
The questions in part D (nine questions) covered issues relating to MoS. The purpose was to
establish how well the concept of MoS was known among the respondents, whether
companies in Hamburg were interested in relevant (funding) measures and what sort of
factors were seen as obstacles to an improvement of MoS-type connections.

2.2.4 Time plan for the study
The Hamburg study was started in June 2007 and ran until September 2007 (see Table 1).
At the end of May 2007, a letter was send by post to the selected 969 addresses. Signed by
the Ministry of Economic and Labour Affairs of the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg and
by the Business Association of the Port of Hamburg, the letter explained the background of
the survey and also introduced the planned online enquiry. The study was also announced in
the newsletter of the Logistics Initiative Hamburg e.V. 9 , which goes out every month to about
350 members.
The e-mail containing the personalised online access key for the questionnaire, which had
been announced in the letter, was sent out on June 5th, 2007. On June 12th, reminder mails
were sent to those addressees, from which no response had been received by then. A
second reminder was sent out one week later.

8

The customised address list contained shipping companies, forwarding agents and carriers, liner / shipping
agents, container service companies, (container) terminal operators as well as Hamburg based export
companies.

9

http://www.hamburg-logistik.net/
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Activity

May
calendar week in 2007 19

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

selection and preparation of contact
addresses for enquiry (complete contact
data, remove duplicates, etc.)
drawing up and sending out of (postal) letter
for first contact with potential respondents
e-mails sent (3 waves)
Follow-up telephone calls
Expert Interviews

Table 1:

Time schedule for the Hamburg questionnaire study

Between the 21.06.2007 and 07.09.2007, non-responses were followed up by telephone with
three objectives being pursued:
•

determine if the mail reached the correct addressee within the company and, if
required, resend the information and the access code for the online enquiry to
another address

•

to establish, if technical- or content-related problems had occurred concerning the
questionnaire and, if necessary, to resolve them and

•

to allude one more time to the questionnaire and ask for participation in a personal
call.

Additionally, the research team conducted expert interviews at twelve selected companies
between 04.07.2007 and 12.09.2007. These companies had been selected for their known
high relevance (volume of cargo traffic generated or turned over) to the study.

2.2.5 Follow-up telephone calls
Before commencing the follow-up by telephone, 36 (3.9 % 10 ) companies had already filled in
the questionnaire and 19 (2.1 %) companies had indicated that they did not want to
participate in the study. Out of the latter, only one company did not participate in such studies
on principle, the other companies did not participate because of a lack of relevance of the
topic of enquiry 11 .
Against the background of the relatively low response rate by then, the telephone follow-up
was of particular importance. The 915 company addresses that remained to be contacted
only offered limited scope for direct personal contact, however: the database did not contain
names of contact persons and the e-mail addresses were only personalised to a minor
degree: only 13 % contained a name or initials, the rest constituted generic recipients 12 .
Because the personnel / time resources available in the project did not allow establishing
personal contact with all remaining companies and because the database provided no direct
information about the company’s size to allow prioritization, companies were selected in the
following way: companies without their own e-mail domains (for example: „@gmx.de“,
10

The percentages relate to the original population of the 914 companies that were originally contacted.

11

These had not been filtered out beforehand, as the classification in the contacts database did not always
provide precise information on the nature of business conducted – for example some shipping companies/
liner agents (also) operate their own ships while some charter bare boat or with crew but without knowledge
about the cargo carried.

12

350 „info@“ (38,3 %), 331 „company@company“(36,2 %), 46 „hamburg@“(5 %), 21 „chartering@“ (2,3 %),
14 „service@“ (1,5 %), 10 „agency@“ (1,1 %), 9 „office@ “ (1 %), 7 „contact@“(0,8 %), 4 „sales@“ (0,4 %),4
„shipping@“ (0,4 %), 4 „operator@“ (0,4 %), and others
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„@web.de“, or „@t-online.de“) were put back as well as those companies without their own
website (168 addresses or 18.4 %), since according to experience, such companies tend to
be smaller in turnover / market share.
The follow-up telephone calls were then conducted in two stages.
During the first stage (21.06.2007 - 26.07.2007) the right contact persons for the enquiry
were identified within the companies. If the people contacted were willing to participate, the
relevant access code was e-mailed to them.
During the second stage (21.08.2007 - 07.09.2007) those people, who were provided with an
access code during the first stage, but had not responded were contacted again. Willingness
or not to still provide a response were noted.
In total, 322 companies could be contacted during the telephone follow-up (35.2 %8). Of
these, 24 (2.5%) filled in the questionnaire due to the telephone contact. Another 52
company employees (5.7%) agreed to participate, but did not do so.
174 of the companies contacted by phone (19%) were excluded from the enquiry due to the
following reasons:
•

The subject of the enquiry was not relevant for the company (114 / 12.5 %).

•

Due to holiday or sick leave no one in the company had time to participate (32 /
3.5 %).

•

There was no interest in participation (20 / 2.2 %).

•

The company generally did not participate in studies (8 / 0.9 %).

Additionally, there were some subsidiary companies, which did not want to participate due to
this status (5 / 0.6 %) as well as outdated or incorrect addresses (3 / 0.3 %), which could not
be updated.
The remaining 405 companies (44.3 %) could not be contacted before the completion of the
enquiry due to limited project resources.

2.2.6 Expert interviews
In parallel with the telephone follow-up, experts from twelve companies were interviewed in
person 13 , whose selection had been based on internal project knowledge about their
importance for the cargo traffic in and around the Port of Hamburg.
These expert interviews were based on a paper version of the online questionnaire. The
answers from these face-to-face interviews were entered into the response database
questionnaire and treated subsequently just like the answers obtained online.
Out of the four main container terminal operators in the Port of Hamburg, only one agreed to
be interviewed - however in this case no quantitative data was provided for the analysis due
to data protection concerns. The same applies to one of the liner companies, so that the
expert interviews altogether resulted in ten completed additional questionnaires.

2.2.7 Response rate
Out of the 2052 addresses originally available, 969 relevant companies were chosen for the
enquiry and contacted once by mail and twice by e-mail. This generated a return of 36
questionnaires or 3.7% respectively of the companies surveyed.

13

four bulk terminals; one universal terminal; one container terminal; two shipping/forwarding companies; two
producers of consumer goods; two shipping / liner companies
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During the second phase of the study, 322 of the remaining companies were contacted by
phone one or more times, which resulted in a further 24 completed questionnaires (2.5 % of
the companies surveyed). In combination with the information from the 10 expert interviews a
response rate of 7.7% or 70 questionnaires was achieved.

2.2.8 Factors influencing the response rate
A feedback of 7.2% is comparatively low – due to the team’s experiences with other
company questionnaire studies, a minimum of 10% had been aimed for (see also Section
2.2.1). The factors, which have in all probability contributed to determining the response rate
in the case of this particular study, are discussed in the following.

Quality of address data
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the postal and e-mail addresses obtained were only
personalised to a minor degree. This lead to the fact that 87 % of the e-mails sent out did not
arrive directly in the inbox of the relevant employee, but were directed to a pool of mails, to
which several employees have access but for which specific responsibilities are not
necessarily defined. This increases the probability that e-mails less relevant to the
company’s core business are given a low priority and in the worst case are not dealt with at
all (also confirmed during the follow-up telephone calls). During the telephone follow-up, this
also made it difficult to retrace the income paths of the e-mails. A similar effect probably
influenced the reception of the postal announcement of the study. Here, too, the original
letter was generally not forwarded to the personnel responsible (who were later identified by
telephone) due to the lack of personalised address data.
Consequently, the corresponding written and electronic contacts remained largely unnoticed,
where no specific interest in the topic of high-speed seaways and motorways of the sea
existed or where this was an unknown concept.
Despite the pre-selection based on the company classifications obtained (see Appendix 2), it
became clear during the course of the enquiry, that the address database included a
considerable amount of companies, to whose core business the subject of the study was not
relevant. This, however, was neither apparent from the designation of the economic activities
nor from the company’s data, but was only established in direct contact:
Over a third (144) of the 322 companies contacted by phone dropped out of the target group
because of a self-identified thematic irrelevance.
A more detailed address base would in all probability lead to a higher response rate, even
assuming the same time spent for the follow-up telephone calls.

Timing of the study
The begin of the study was originally planned for late spring but due to some time delay in
obtaining the addresses required (see also Section 2.1) there was a considerable overlap
between the study period and the summer school holidays in the end. Due to the NMC II
project time plan, it was not possible, though, to delay the beginning to an even later date.
According to the statements made by many of the companies called, staff leave and resulting
low staffing levels coupled with a nevertheless steady flow of business, lead to an
unwillingness or inability to take part in the study.

Questionnaire fatigue
Besides the NMC II study, two further studies were conducted simultaneously in the
Hamburg region (see Appendix 4), which approached transport and logistics companies with
questions of a similar thematic orientation. This accumulation of three enquiries with the
same or similar target groups within a period of only four months, lead to a low or even non-
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existent interest in participation in some of the companies contacted by phone. A similar
effect can be assumed to also have influenced the response behaviour of those companies
that could not be contacted in person.
Although the actors, for whom the other two studies were conducted, were present at a
round table meeting for planning and coordinating the NMC II study, this problem was not
identified sufficiently early to take any countermeasures.

Technical difficulties
Technical difficulties with the online format were reported by only seven potential participants
(either by e-mail or during the follow-up calls).
The main problems reported related to long delays between entering of answers and the
corresponding changing of the input mask and the fact, that – when active questionnaires
remained open in the browser but were not actually worked on for over 20 minutes, the
answers already provided were lost. As far as possible, these problems were solved on the
programming end. However, in some few cases, that related to the settings for cookies or
other security features at the user end, solutions could not be found.
It must be assumed, though, that some potential respondents abandoned work on the
questionnaire due to technical obstacles without giving a feedback on this.

Length of the questionnaire
In total, the enquiry contained 28 questions, which divided up into 87 subquestions (this
figure includes all queries for contact details, etc.). However, 27 of these provided
predetermined answers in a multiple choice format and depending on the answers provided
in particular sections, subsequent questions were only asked if appropriate, thus most
respondents were not taken through the entire catalogue. The experience in the pretest
revealed that depending on the availability of the information required – either within the
company or to the individual providing the responses - filling in the questionnaire could last
up to one hour in total.
Respondents were provided with the option of saving intermediate stages (these were then
written into the response database), leaving the site and continue responding at a later point
in time, and this option was selected in some cases but there was still a risk, that potential
participants would abandon completing the questionnaire due to the time expenditure
required. However, since the questions had been formulated – among other reasons - in
response to the knowledge gaps identified earlier in the project (see Section 2.1) reducing
the complexity of the questions would have reduced the potential knowledge gain to an
inappropriate degree. To put it simply, the knowledge not gained due to a low response rate
resulting from the complexity of the questions could not have been gained either by a less
complex questionnaire with a higher rate of response.

Conclusion
The NMC II Hamburg survey was equipped with relatively few resources (compared to
similar studies carried out on a commercial basis) but was required to collect information of
relatively high complexity and preferably from a large number of companies from within the
target group. From the beginning this meant, that known means of maximising the response
rate could not be implemented at all or only to a small degree (for example: formulating
questions with simple answering structures that can as much as possible be answered
without the aid of further information; acquisition of a precise, detailed and highly up-to-date
address database e.g. from the Chamber of Commerce in Hamburg or other commercial
sources; telephone follow-up for all companies that did not participate in the first round of
enquiry).
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Thus, the response rate attained was indeed not as high as had been envisaged or hoped
for, but under the given circumstances it can still be considered satisfactory.

2.3

Analysis of the questionnaire data

2.3.1 Information on the participating companies
Company types represented in and representativeness of sample
With a view to assessing representativeness and also to avoid double counts of freight
transports in the answers, respondents were asked to categorise themselves into types of
companies. Multiple answers were possible as some companies have a wider field of
business. Results are presented in Table 2.
type of business

n of responses

percentage

shipping company - IWW

3

2.3 %

container depot operator

5

3.8 %

terminal operator

10

7.7 %

haulier - IWW

11

8.5 %

shipping company – ocean carrier

13

10.0 %

trade, manufacturing

13

10.0 %

haulier - rail

16

12.3 %

haulier - short sea shipping

16

12.3 %

handling, storage and warehousing

21

16.2 %

haulier - road

22

16.9 %

TOTAL

130

100 %

Table 2 : Business types represented in responding sample (multiple answers were
possible)

The official Code Nomenclature of Economic Activities (NACE) classifications for Hamburg
companies held at the Chamber of Commerce are too disaggregate for many branches to
allow meaningful comparisons of this sample to a base line (they are thus also not
appropriate for use in this type of survey). But the emphasis on companies involved in roadhaulage and/or handling, storage and warehousing in the sample does reflect the high
number of these businesses in the City of Hamburg. The low share of traders and
manufacturers results from the fact, that the database contained (self-selected) companies,
who associate their business with the port (see also Section 2.1) and in this group, trade and
manufacturing generally have a lower share. Out of the responding terminals, only one dealt
with loaded containers, the rest with bulk, liquid or non-containerised general cargo. The
haulage companies – particularly those involved in road haulage – on the other hand mostly
concentrated their business on containers. The risk of actual freight volumes being
overrepresented in the sample due to double counting thus became very small and no
differentiation was made in the analyses.

Cargo types moved
Respondents were asked to provide information on the cargo types they moved or handled
(e.g. container, general cargo, bulk, etc.), the results are shown in Figure 3 (multiple answers
were possible).
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40

37

35

no. of responses

30
26
25
21
19

20
16
15
10

8

5
0
other

palettes

dry and liquid containers,
bulk
empty

general /
containers,
project cargo
loaded

cargo types

Figure 3: Cargo types moved by questionnaire respondents (n=127); note: figures for general cargo
relate to non-containerised goods

The prevalence of containers in freight transport (full containers are handled by over half the
respondents, empty containers by almost a third) is in accordance with the overall trends
towards containerisation of cargo. However, over one third of respondents also deal with
general cargo or project loads and bulk goods are moved by over a quarter of responding
companies. These figures are in accordance with the observation, that although the share of
non-containerised goods in the port’s cargo turnover is decreasing steadily, they still maintain
some importance in the port’s activities (see also Section 1).

Access to transport systems and use of the fleet
Since one of the intentions behind the study was to find out about potential for modal shift of
the cargo traffic related to the Port of Hamburg and its hinterland, it was of some interest to
find out, how many of the companies in the sample had any access to non-road transport
systems from their own sites. This information is relevant mostly with respect to companies,
which arrange freight transport themselves or have some way of influencing the mode choice
- including movement of empty containers from terminals to storage sites and vice versa as
well as bulk cargo produced or processed directly on site. As is shown in Figure 4 and Figure
5, all terminal operators have access to both rail and inland water ways but, for example,
only 3, respectively 1 operator of empty container stores could use these systems. Hauliers
and shipping lines were excluded from these analyses, as they normally do not focus their
transport activities on their own sites.
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empty container
storage

out of 5

handling, storage,
warehousing

out of 21

trade,
manufacturing

out of 13

terminal operator

out of 10
0

5

10

15

own / useable access

20

25

no access

Figure 4: Access to the rail network reported by respondents (total number of business types in the
sample are provided)

empty container
storage

out of 5

handling, storage,
warehousing

out of 21

trade,
manufcaturing

out of 13

terminal operator

out of 10
0

5
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15

own / useable access

20

25

no access

Figure 5: Access to inland water ways reported by respondents (total number of business types in
the sample are provided)

Respondents were also asked about the vehicle / vessel fleet they operated themselves and
on what relations these were used. Only four companies reported owning a truck below 12t 14 ,
these were mostly used within Hamburg and the metropolitan region. Only two IWW vessels
were reported and no information was provided on rail cargo wagons – though five
respondents reported operating a cargo locomotive, all exclusively for their own site traffic.
Five of the responding companies 15 together reported owning 240 lorries of 12t or over and
their use is shown in Figure 6.

14

Above this weight limit, motorway tolls are due for HGVs in Germany.

15

two haulage and two trading companies as well as one operator of a storage yard for empty containers
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share of tours in %
internal port
movements
within Hamburg
within the Hamburg
region
rest of Germany
international
transport
Figure 6: Use of trucks 12t or over owned by companies responding to the questionnaire (n=240
HGVs, 5 companies)

The HGVs owned/operated by responding companies are used mainly within Germany and
the Hamburg region, which is firstly in accordance with the fact, that rail transport becomes
more attractive on longer – e.g. international – routes and secondly, that a high share of
international HGV transport is handled by non-German companies. However, the sample of
five companies is too small to draw these parallels with certainty.

2.3.2 Information on freight transport
Volume of goods
One possible indicator of the representativeness of the study (in addition to the companies
participating – see Section 2.3.1) are the volumes of cargo handled by respondents in
comparison to known figures for the Port and/or the City of Hamburg. The respondents of the
questionnaire together stated, that they handled 98.5 M tonnes of bulk/liquid cargo (82.2 M
incoming and 16.3 M outgoing) and 94.2. M tonnes of general cargo (46.9 M incoming and
47.3 M outgoing). Figure 7 compares these results to statistics on the sea cargo traffic 16
handled in the Port of Hamburg (as no similar level of disaggregation according to cargo
manifestations is available for the City of Hamburg). It should be noted, that cargo volumes
for the port mostly do not distinguish between containerised and non-containerised cargo,
making figures for TEU (as in bar 6) a sub-set of figures for general cargo (as in bar 4). The
respondents to the study were asked to distinguish between these cargo manifestations,
though, thus TEU in bar 5 should be seen additional to tonnes in bar 3.

16

i.e. cargo coming in and/or going out via sea ship – either in short sea or cross-ocean traffic
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 7: Cargo volumes handled by respondents and sea-based cargo turn over in the Port of
Hamburg

The total volume of bulk cargo handled by questionnaire respondents is more than twice as
much as stated in the statistics for sea-based cargo of the port. For general cargo, the
answers are quite similar to the port’s statistics. Reasons for the differences in the bulk cargo
handling could be some double counting 17 and that bulk cargo is not the dominant sea cargo.
Furthermore, the results from the study could in theory contain some errors of magnitude,
though those responses naming very large volumes of cargo were double-checked with the
respondents.
Since port cargo statistics do not generally distinguish between loaded and empty containers
(bar 6), the results from the study are combined in bar 5, as well. Respondents of the study
answered, that they handled 2.8 M TEU in 2006. This is a bit more than 30 % of the total 8.9
M TEU handled in the port of Hamburg.
Thus, overall the volumes suggest that respondents to the study, though comparatively small
in numbers, still handled a significant share of the cargo relating to the City of Hamburg
overall, since the cargo turned over in the port in 2006 was 44.1% of the overall cargo
originating from or coming to Hamburg (Statistisches Amt für Hamburg und Schleswig
Holstein, 2007; see also Section 1)

Modal split
Clearly, modal split is a vital issue when looking at the manifestation of cargo movements in
the transport system. Thus respondents were asked to provide this information relating to the
cargo they moved. The responses were disaggregated by cargo type as well as incoming
and outgoing goods. However, since no comparable disaggregation exists for either the Port
or the City of Hamburg, the results will be shown in aggregated form in the following (see

17

Since several of the terminal operators also stated haulage of one type or another as part of their business, it
was not actually possible to clearly distinguish between the two
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Figure 8 and Table 3 – a figure showing the disaggregated results can be found in Appendix
5).
The modal split figures obtained in the study differ somewhat from those known for the Port
of Hamburg (Figure 8). Both the shares of road vs. rail and those of inland water ways vs.
feeder traffic are almost exactly inverted. One reason for this could be, that bulk cargo has a
higher share in the study sample than it does in the port’s cargo turnover and for both these
cargo types, rail and IWW tend to be the more prevalent transport modes than road or feeder
ship (see also Appendix 5). The inverse argument relates to containers, which have a
proportionately higher share in the port’s cargo turnover than in the study sample. Since high
proportions of the port’s container turnover are moved in and out via sea ship (trans
shipment rate in 2005: 42%, Bundesamt für Güterverkehr, 2007, p.32) and of the remaining
container turn-over, 50% are moved by road (see Table 3), the differences in modal split
figures shown in Figure 8 are plausible.

100%
90%
80%

34%
44%

45%

45%

44%

43%

44%

43%

32%

33%

32%

31%

32%

32%

12%

11%

10%

10%

13%

11%

12%

14%

15%

16%

2000

2001

2002

2003

2005

70%
60%
50%
41%
40%

37%

30%
20%
15%
10%
0%

16%

15%
4%

7%

1990

1995

feeder ship

IWW

rail

10%
NMC II

road

Figure 8: Modal split figures for hinterland traffic (including feeder) of the Port of Hamburg 1990–2005
and figures reported by respondents to the NMC II study in comparison (note: column sums
differing from 100 are due to rounding effects)

The following Table 3 also shows the modal split figures obtained in the study against those
available from other sources and relating to other administrative units (namely the City of
Hamburg) than the Port of Hamburg. However, as can be seen, these figures present a
somewhat disparate picture, both formally as well as in terms of their content. The table
shows, that there are no sets of figures available, which
1. describe the overall modal split of freight traffic in and around both the City and the
Port of Hamburg and
2. include internal as well as origin and destination traffic and
3. include all modes (road, rail, inland water way, feeder, ocean carrier) while also
allowing a differentiation between the sea-based modes and/or
4. tally with other sets of figures in all those aspects, which are comparable.
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aggregated
responses
from the
NMC II
study: all
cargo types

hinterland
traffic of the
Port of
Hamburg in
2005: all
cargo types in
tonnes18

hinterland
traffic of the
Port of
Hamburg in
2005:
containers
only17

hinterland
traffic of the
Port of
Hamburg in
2005:
containers
only, without
feeder19

freight traffic
Hamburg
overall in
2006:
incoming and
outgoing, all
cargo types20

internal
freight traffic
Hamburg in
2006: all
cargo types21

road

34%

43%

50%

68%

38%22

99,9%

rail

41%

31%

22%

30%

14%

0,1%

16%

10%

2%

2%

3%

-

10%

16%

27%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

44%

-

mode

IWW
23

feeder ship
sea ship

24

Table 3:

Modal split figures for freight traffic relating to the Port and the City of Hamburg
respectively

Thus, if strategic decisions – relating for example to transport infrastructure or logistics
strategies such as MoS – are to be placed on a sound footing, it would be important to collect
data, that fulfils conditions 1-3 outlined above.

Direction of freight flows
The responses to the questionnaire did not allow drawing a clear picture of the port’s
hinterland transport with respect to origins and destinations or the modal split on the relevant
routes. As this information was of interest, though, the figures from the traffic forecast 2025
with reference year 2004 from the Federal Ministry of Transport were drawn on (BMVBS,
2007). These figures – collected and calculated mainly to inform the Federal Transport
Infrastructure Plan - include port hinterland freight volumes carried by road, rail and inland
waterway transport but not those moved by feeder or sea ship. Thus, the volumes differ
somewhat from those shown above (see Section 1 and ‘Volume of Goods’, p. 21).
According to these statistics, 58 M tonnes of freight were turned over in the Port of Hamburg
in 2004 without trans-shipment. Of these, 32 M tonnes were outgoing from Hamburg and
26M tonnes were incoming goods. The main directions of the freight flows25 were:
towards the South (Hanover and the Alps): 31.4 M tonnes (54,1 %),
towards the South-West (Bremen and the Benelux countries): 8.8 M tonnes (15,2 %),
towards the East (Berlin and Poland): 6.5 M tonnes (11.3 %) and
towards the North-East (Lübeck and Denmark): 5.8 M tonnes (10.0 %).
The remaining 5.5 M tonnes (9.4 %) are divided between the northern (4.4 %), north-western
(2.2 %), western (1.7 %) and south-eastern routes (1.1 %).

18

source: hafen-hamburg.de, 2007 - note: figures in source are rounded and do not add up to 100

19

source: Bundesamt für Güterverkehr, 2007, p.33

20

source: Statistisches Amt für Hamburg und Schleswig Holstein, 2007; excluding air freight and pipelines

21

source: DeStatis, 2007

22

This figure only includes freight moved by HGVs registered in Germany.

23

not including ocean carriers

24

including feeder traffic and ocean carriers

25

No distinction is made between incoming and outgoing movements.
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When differentiating by transport modes, the following picture can be drawn: for road, the
main direction is also towards the south (36.6 %) followed by the south-west (20.9 %) and
north-east, towards the Baltic states (16.6 %). For rail transport the southerly direction has a
share of 79.5 % followed by the north-west (towards North Germany and Denmark - 9.8 %)
and the south-west (3.2 %). Inland navigation on the river Elbe can initially only be divided
into east or up-stream (86 %) and west or down-stream (14 %).

Forecasts
One section of the study looked at the increases in freight turn-over that the participating
companies forecast for their own businesses. To put these into perspective, the existing
forecasts for the developments of freight turnover in the Port of Hamburg will be presented
first (see Figure 9; note: no comparable data currently exists for the City of Hamburg).

incoming + outgoing
250

+ 76 %

million tonnes

200
150

172,8 M t
forecast

100

general cargo

50

48,8 M t

bulk cargo
2015

2005

2003

2001

1999

1997

1995

1993

0

Figure 9: Forecasts for the development of freight turnover in the Port of Hamburg (own figure,
source of data: 1999-2005: Statistisches Landesamt für Hamburg und Schleswig-Holstein,
2007; forecasts: own calculations based on hamburg-port-authority.de, 2007)

The overall rate of growth forecast for freight turnover in the port is 7.6% per year on the
2005 baseline. The official figures for general cargo include containerised loads and in this
particular sub-sector, the growth rates forecast are somewhat more dramatic. Here, the
turnover is foreseen to increase from 8.1 M TEU in 2005 to 18.1 M TEU in 2015 (hafenhamburg.de, 2007b), which is equivalent to an annual growth rate of 12.3% compared to the
2005 base line.
The actual increases in turn-over observed between 2005 and 2006 were 7.25% for overall
freight volumes and just under 9.8% for TEU (Bundesamt für Güterverkehr, 2007), which was
thus somewhat slower than expected. The final figures for 2007 are not known at the time of
writing.
The freight volumes moved on the hinterland transport modes road, rail and inland navigation
are expected to increase by 156 % until 2025 against 2004 as reference year (BMVBS,
2007), reaching a total of 148.3 M tonnes. The share of road transport will increase to 68 %,
while rail (28 %) and inland navigation (4 %) are set to decrease their share (see also Table
3). In 2025, the majority of transport flows is still expected to run to and from a southerly
direction with a volume of 78.9 M tonnes (53.0 % - a similar share but more than double the
volume of 2004) followed by the south-westerly direction with 29.5 M tonnes (19.8 %), the
East with 14.4 M tonnes (9.7 %) and the North- East direction with 14.2 M tonnes (9.6 %).
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The remaining 11.3 M tonnes (7.9 %) will be found on the northern (3.6 %), north-western
(1.8 %), western (1.5 %) and south-eastern routes (1,0 %).
The respondents to the NMC II study provided the following prognoses for the rate of growth
in their companies’ turnover of goods (Table 4).
manifestation of cargo

bulk cargo (t)
general cargo (t)

overall rate of growth
between 2006 and 2008
+ 2%

annual rate of growth on 2006
base

+ 1%

+ 0.2%

+ 0.1%

containers, loaded (TEU)

+ 12.2%

+ 6.1%

containers, empty (TEU)

+ 18.5%

+ 9.25%

Table 4:

Growth rates for freight turnover forecast by respondents to NMC II study (aggregated over
all respondents and incoming and outgoing cargo)

Since the question posed was ‘What are your forecasts for the development of cargo
turnover by your company for the next two years (approximately to the end of 2008)?’, the
averages are calculated assuming that the overall forecasts provided relate to a two year
period.
It can clearly be seen, that the growth in turn over forecast by the respondents of the study is
lower than that currently expected for the Port of Hamburg. Since on the other hand it has
been shown, that the overall volume of cargo turned over by the respondents even
surpasses that of the port in the case of bulk and non-containerised general cargo, it can be
assumed, that these differences cannot merely be attributed to the relatively low response
rate of the study. They might for example point towards the fact, that freight turnover in the
City of Hamburg overall is not expected to rise as fast as that in the port, which would also
have a bearing on any attempts at forecasting the developments in freight traffic for the city
region. The port itself still only generates part of the freight traffic relating to the metropolitan
region as a whole – even if it is by far the largest single contributor. It is also clear, though,
that turnover of containerised cargo in this sample, too, is expected to grow much more
rapidly than other manifestations of cargo. Furthermore, the growth rate expected for
outgoing empty containers in particular is the highest of all with 9.25% p.a. This could be due
to a growing import/export imbalance for Hamburg with more containerised general cargo
coming into the area. It might also point to the fact, that growing container traffic makes yard
space for containers more valuable and companies are increasingly intending to find storage
solutions for these outside their own premises.

2.3.3 Evaluation of and proposals for port traffic and hinterland connections
Evaluation of existing transport bottlenecks in and around the Port of Hamburg
Section C of the questionnaire dealt with the respondents’ perception of the transport
systems inside the port and in its hinterland. Respondents were asked for their perception of
transport related bottlenecks in the port and its hinterland and in case they did perceive such
bottlenecks, were requested to provide information on their effect on the company.
Figure 10 shows that the main bottlenecks perceived inside the Port of Hamburg are the
customs check point Waltershof near the three biggest container terminals in the western
harbour and the Köhlbrand Bridge as the main connection between the eastern and western
parts of the harbour. This bridge additionally functions as the connection between the
motorways A7 and A1, which run to the west and the east of the port respectively. For rail
traffic, the marshalling yard Alte Süderelbe was listed as the major constraint (though only in
10th place out of 13) and for inland navigation, the customs point Elbbrücken is the only
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bottleneck mentioned. Overall, the prevalence of constraints on the roads and among these
the high share of customs check points (5 out of 10) is noticeable.
In the port’s hinterland the main bottlenecks for road are the Elbtunnel in both directions
(crossing the river just north of the port) and the main motorway junction on the A1 to the
east (Figure 11). For rail transport, the connections going south and south east are seen as
the main bottlenecks, in particular the connection via Harburg towards the shunting yard
Maschen (just south of Hamburg) and the yard itself. The river Elbe upstream towards the
Czech Republic is the main bottleneck perceived on the inland water way network.
For better comparability in the analysis, the possible choices for the rankings were provided
in the questionnaire (though new ones could be added). However, this approach does carry
the risk, that respondents include answers they might not have thought of themselves. Also,
they might select options that possibly do not affect their own company but that they have
heard being mentioned in the media or by colleagues. The relative importance of the choices
should not be affected by this effect, though. Thus, it can be observed, that while the top
ranked bottleneck within the port was in fact weighted 10 times heavier than the 10th ranked,
this factor was only 6 in the case of the bottlenecks in the hinterland meaning that these were
given a more equal ranking than those in the port. The magnitudes of the weighted votes are
not directly comparable between the two groups as different factors were use for the
weighting.
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Top Ten Bottlenecks (map base: Hamburg Port Authority)
votes (weighted)

rank
1

customs check point Waltershof

241

road

2

Köhlbrandbridge going west

182

road

3

Köhlbrandbridge going east

159

road

4

motorway A7 – entry point Waltershof going north

106

road

5

customs check point Veddel

72

road

6

customs check point Zweibrückenstraße

59

road

7

motorway A7 – entry point Waltershof going south

49

road

8

Kattwykbridge road

38

road

9

customs check point Neuhof

26

road

10

marshalling yard Alte Süderelbe

25

rail

11

customs check point Elbbrücken

24

IWW

12

Kattwykbridge rail

18

rail

13

customs check point Ernst-August-Schleuse

15

road

Figure 10: Transport related bottlenecks perceived within the Port of Hamburg (votes
weighted according to individual rankings)
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Top Ten Bottlenecks (map base: Hamburg Port Authority)
votes (weighted)

rank
1

Elbtunnel going north

437

road

2

Elbtunnel going south

319

road

3

motorway junction A1 ‘Hamburg-Süd’ going south

311

road

4

motorway junction A1 ‘Hamburg-Süd’ going north

215

road

5

motorway junction A1 ‘Hamburg-Süd’ going east

209

road

6

motorway junction A1 ‘Hamburg-Süd’ going west

176

road

7

rail connection via Harburg going south

126

rail

8

marshalling yard Maschen

113

rail

9

rail connection Hamburg-Lübeck, direction Lübeck

78

rail

10

Elbe river up stream to Czech Republic

72

IWW

11

rail connection via Harburg going north

67

rail

12

Elbe river down stream to North Sea

61

IWW

13

Kiel Canal (between North and Baltic sea) going east

56

IWW

14

rail connection Hamburg-Lübeck, direction Hamburg

39

rail

15

Kiel Canal (between North and Baltic sea) going west

35

IWW

Figure 11: Transport related bottlenecks perceived in the hinterland of the Port of
Hamburg (votes weighted according to individual rankings)

Figure 12 shows the effects that companies stated the bottlenecks in the port had on them.
Very few consider a relocation of their premises, but over half are aiming for modal shift or
looking to increase the efficiency of their services. About 60% see the reliability of their
services endangered, at least in part. 46 respondents answered this question.
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cause us to relocate our company
cause us to aim for modal shift
cause us to reduce or avoid freight
movements where possible
cause us to aim for increased
efficiency in our transport sevices
endanger reliability of our service
(delays)
have no effect on our company
0%
completely disagree

partly disagree

50%
partly agree

100%

fully agree

Figure 12: Effects bottlenecks in the port were said to have on companies (n = 41 to 46)

The effects of the bottlenecks in the hinterland (Figure 13) were described slightly differently.
Firstly, fewer respondents answered this question (35), suggesting, that companies are most
concerned with those problems they see ‘closest to home’. The biggest difference in rating,
though, is the fact, that about 90% see the reliability of their services endangered by these
bottlenecks. Still more than half of the respondents are looking to achieve a modal shift
and/or aim for increased efficiency in their transport services due to these bottlenecks.
It is interesting to note, that in both cases, slightly more respondents fully agreed with the
answer ‘bottlenecks have no effect on our company’ than logically should when considering
how many completely disagreed with all other possible answers. This effect can mostly be
explained by some companies that did answer the relevant questions nevertheless not
choosing any of the possible answers for some effects, possibly relying on the fact that the
last answer could automatically exclude all other options.
cause us to relocate our company
cause us to aim for modal shift
cause us to reduce or avoid freight
movements where possible
cause us to aim for increased
efficiency in our transport sevices
endanger reliability of our service
(delays)
have no effect on our company
0%
completely disagree

partly disagree

50%
partly agree

100%

fully agree

Figure 13: Effects bottlenecks in the port’s hinterland were said to have on companies (n = 32 to 35)
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Overall, constraints are clearly perceived in both transport infrastructure and organisation
(customs) in and around the port and the answers provided do also more or less reflect the
public discussion about these. Respondents are also reacting to these problems, though, by
trying to change the way they structure and organise the freight movements they generate or
execute (see page 37 on companies’ measures).

Proposals for measures to improve freight transport in and around the Port of
Hamburg
In an open question, respondents were asked about their proposals for infrastructural
measures relating to improved conditions for freight transport both in the port and in its
hinterland. Another question addressed proposals for (further) organisational measures.
Since responses did not distinguish clearly between the two categories, they are presented
together in the following tables (Table 5 and Table 6). The last column (comments, details)
contains – where relevant - representative or specifically interesting answers for each
category of measures (answers are reproduced or paraphrased as given and not vetted by
the research team with respect to their relevance or degree of realism).
Respondents were explicitly requested to list both those measures, that might already be in
public discussion or at the planning stage as well as measures that they themselves would
like to see in addition to these.
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measures in the
PoH

no. of
responses

comments, details

road
constructing /
improving cross-port
link road (west-east)

23

“should be done in an environmentally compatible way and without
detrimental effects on the quality of life in Wilhelmsburg [adjoining
neighbourhood]”

customs clearance

9

improving the lane numbers and layout in front of check points / in
waiting areas; extending the services (24 hrs; on the terminals);
repealing the customs free status of the port; faster customs
clearance, more flexible procedures; better qualified and more
cooperative personnel

general
improvements of
infrastructure

6

widening roads; extending the road network; improving junction
layout near customs check point Waltershof

various

6

shifting (more) internal port traffic to water based modes; disallowing
private cars; road user charging for private cars; clustering of similar
businesses; introducing a charge for containers delivered at specific
times of day (see Los Angeles); improved monitoring of traffic
situation in the port linked to IT based traffic management solutions

terminals

5

extending capacities and links to transport network, including more
direct connections to the motorway network [would require customs
procedures to be carried out on site]

empty container
depots

3

moving depots closer to the packing stations and terminals / to the
western part of the port

maintenance /
modernisation of the
network

10

improved maintenance regime; replacement of aged elements

extending / improving
infrastructure and
services

8

extending the network; enlarging marshalling yard Alte Süderelbe
[inside the port]; more engines and rolling stock; more personnel for
the port railway

more / new rail
access to terminals

5

rail

inland water ways
berthing places,
loading areas

7

better services (berthing areas/pontoons) for and acceptance of
inland barges at the main terminals; more berthing places for barges
in the port generally; dedicated IWW terminal

maintenance

2

keeping all relevant canals (i.e. those, that are not maintained for
larger vessels anyway) navigable

fiscal measures

1

supporting barge traffic inside the port (which cannot compete with
low cost road option) or charging for HGV moves inside the port

customs procedures

1

24 hr customs clearance

feeder / short sea shipping
berthing places,
loading areas

6

more dedicated berthing places / loading areas at the container
terminals; dedicated feeder terminal

customs procedures

2

less complicated procedures for transit customs clearance; repealing
the customs free status of the port

other measures

2

faster / more reliable processing at the terminals

Table 5:

Measures proposed for improving freight traffic inside the port
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The answers mostly reflect the current status of the public debate about how to overcome
transport related bottlenecks and capacity problems in the Port of Hamburg, which centres
around the provision and use of (new) infrastructure as well as organisational and fiscal
issues such as the customs free zone, which incorporates much of the port area and by
definition requires access, which is restricted to specific check points. The service level,
capacities and maintenance of the port railway (Hafenbahn) are a further prevalent topic of
discussion 26 . This also applies to the dilemma between wanting to shift more traffic to feeder
ships and inland barges (in addition to increasing demand due to growing goods flows) while
the comparatively high craning and berthing fees as well as restricted time slots for these
modes at the main container terminals often make road transport the more competitive
option (particularly - if not only - for internal port transfers, which at the same time are
affected by and contribute to growing road congestion).
measures for the
hinterland

no. of
responses

comments, details

road
general
improvements of
motorway
infrastructure

14

,[proposals relate to the extension of various elements of the
motorway network in the port’s hinterland as well as the provision of
new connections between existing motorways and in one case a
direct road connection to the new deep sea Jade-Weser Port (in
construction)]

new / improved
crossings of the River
Elbe

5

extending existing bridges and/or the Elbtunnel; additional crossing
west of the port [There is no further road/rail crossing opportunity
downstream from the Elbtunnel in Hamburg.]

various

1

better timing of road construction to avoid too many in one season

extension /
modernisation of the
network

10

more tracks running south; freight rail bypass around Hamburg to the
north; enlarging capacities of the marshalling yard in Maschen;
general extension of the network

Y-track between
Hamburg, Bremen
and Hanover

10

[a specific project to improve the connections between these three
cities and reduce conflicts / slot competition with passenger services]

various

5

provision of more rolling stock; better co-ordination between
Deutsche Bahn and other operators including pricing structures

8

deepening the shipping channel to improve connections to Eastern
Europe and their reliability; improving navigability between Hamburg
and Berlin as well as Lübeck (canal)

rail

inland water ways
improving navigability
of the river Elbe
upstream

feeder / short sea shipping
deepening of fairway
in River Elbe

5

[downstream from Hamburg to reduce dependence on tidal status
and allow new generation of large container ships to call at PoH fully
laden]

extension of Kiel
Canal

1

adapting width / depth to allow bigger ships to pass through
[connection between mouth of Elbe (North Sea) and Baltic Sea]

Table 6:

26

Measures proposed for improving freight traffic in the port’s hinterland

In September 2007, the Hamburg Port Authority together with Deutsche Bahn have drawn up a masterplan
for the development of the port railway with a view of doubling capacities by 2015 (HPA & DB, 2007).
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Again, the measures proposed largely reflect those currently being planned or discussed.
However, the deepening of the River Elbe downstream towards the North Sea is more
prevalent in the public debate than the number of responses provided would suggest, which
is certainly lower than the number of shipping companies participating in the survey (see also
Table 2).

Relevant activities at the Hamburg level
Many of the proposals made by respondents to the study for solving current and potential
future freight transport problems in and around the port of Hamburg related to operational
issues and information systems. Thus and for the sake of completeness, the following list
provides an overview of such measures, which are actually still under discussion or have
been or are being implemented (where stated):
•

using IT based systems for forwarding and exchanging information on cargo such as
bills of lading, etc. (incorporated into the IT structures used for customs procedures) –
implemented but the current proprietary system also has some critics

•

employment of ‘concheckers’, who open the container doors for customs controls,
saving the driver the time of having to get out of his vehicle and thus reducing waiting
time for trucks and resulting backlogs on the roads – implemented at the Waltershof
customs check point

•

public broadcasts from the Port Authority’s web cams, which broadcast the traffic
situation at critical points in the road network and at the terminals via the internet thus
allowing (some) prior judgement of waiting time for truckers – implemented

•

construction work to reorganise the lay-out of the traffic junction at the west end of the
cross-port Köhlbrand bridge to avoid tail backs (identified as one of the major
bottlenecks in this study) – in progress

•

repealing the customs free status of the port (taking customs procedures to the
terminals)

•

extending the operation hours of all nodes (terminals, customs, receivers, etc.) of the
whole transport chain to 24 hrs on 7 days a week (24/7 concept) to even out traffic
peaks

•

implementation of innovative technology for the movements of containers from sea
vessels / terminals to barges for internal port traffic (e.g. terminal to terminal
transfers) to shift these from the roads to water (e. g. port feeder barge, feeder
terminal)

•

development of a sustainable network of logistics hubs in the hinterland (off-docks)
for the reduction of land use, noise and traffic generation in the port and its
surrounding

•

establishing the post of a port-coordinator to bring all different target groups together,
to match individual measures and to develop integrated solutions thus ensuring
synergy effects and avoiding competing improvements

•

implementing a public transport concept to reduce (individual) motorised traffic in the
port

•

peak and/or happy hour charges at the terminals to reduce traffic peaks and make
the system more efficient
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Evaluation of transportation services bought by participating companies
In order to find out, whether companies which do not (or only in part) actually operate their
own freight transport consider the services they buy in need of improvement, respondents
were asked to evaluate these services. Table 7 shows, that the great majority of respondents
did actually purchase external transport services on at least one mode (60 out of 70), with
road transport prevailing clearly but almost half also buying services in rail transport and
ocean shipping and around a third purchasing feeder and inland water way services.

respondents
buying
services on
that mode

Table 7:

road

rail

IWW

feeder ship

ocean
carrier

none

53

28

19

22

27

10 27

Transport services bought by respondents by mode

These services were evaluated as shown in Figure 14 below 28 (The size of the sample number of responses - for each mode in each case can be found in the table above). For
each aspect the following modes received best 29 and worst 30 evaluation respectively:
•
frequency:
best - road and ocean carrier
worst - rail
•
capacity:
best - road and ocean carrier
worst - rail
•
handling/turn
over times:
best - ocean carrier
worst - rail
•
transport times:
best – feeder / SSS
worst - rail
•
reliability:
best – feeder / SSS
worst - rail
•
cost:
best - road and feeder / SSS
worst - rail
Rail is considered the least satisfactory mode in all aspects while road and the sea based
modes received good ratings. And while rail never exceeded fifty percent in the positive
ratings, over or around 60% of respondents considered inland water ways a least satisfactory
in all aspects. However, even though road in many cases receives a high share of positive
ratings, it is also rated as insufficient by some respondents for aspects, in which feeder /
short sea shipping receives no worse ratings than fair (transport times, reliability and cost).
Thus, while judging from these results there could be some potential for shifting some freight
traffic from road to sea, the rail services (or their perception) – should they become part of
such a transport chain – would have to be improved to make such an option as attractive as
possible. However, respondents were also asked directly about their interest in using MoS
type services, the results are shown in Section 2.3.4.

27

4 terminal operators, 2 shipping lines, 2 hauliers, 1 container depot, 1 ICT service provider

28

For better comparability, the responses in each answer category are expressed in percent, even though the
total size of the sample in no case exceeds one hundred.

29

highest share of evaluation as: exceeds demand; good, matches demand; satisfactory

30

lowest share of evaluation as: exceeds demand; good, matches demand; satisfactory
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frequency
ocean carrier
feeder / SSS
IWW
rail
road
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

60%

80%

100%

60%

80%

100%

60%

80%

100%

capacity
ocean carrier
feeder / SSS
IWW
rail
road
0%

20%

40%

handling / turn-over times
ocean carrier
feeder / SSS
IWW
rail
road
0%

20%

40%

transport times
ocean carrier
feeder / SSS
IWW
rail
road
0%

20%

40%

exceeds demand / requirements

good, matches demand

satisfactory

fair

insufficient

don't know, no answer

Figure 15: Evaluation of six aspects of transport services purchased by responding companies (Notes:
total number of responses differs for each mode, see Table 7; responses relate to transport
services actually purchased by respondents) – continued overleaf
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reliability
ocean carrier
feeder / SSS
IWW
rail
road
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

60%

80%

100%

cost
ocean carrier
feeder / SSS
IWW
rail
road
0%

20%

40%

exceeds demand / requirements

good, matches demand

satisfactory

fair

insufficient

don't know, no answer

Figure 14: Evaluation of six aspects of transport services purchased by responding companies (Notes:
total number of responses differs for each mode, see Table 7; responses relate to transport
services actually purchased by respondents)

Companies’ measures for improving freight transport related to their activities
In addition to their proposals for infrastructural and organisational improvements in the port
and in its hinterland, respondents were also asked, whether they had implemented any
measures in their own companies to improve freight movements or if they were planning
such measures in the future. Table 8 gives an overview over the answers.
implemented planned
1. improved co-operation with (other) transport service providers

8

3

2. optimisation of structures and processes on company site(s) (e.g.
adapting
infrastructure,
improved
IT-solutions,
additional
sites/locations, reactivating railway sidings)

7

5

3. optimisation of tour planning and dispatch, bundling of loads (ITsolutions, organisation)

7

4

4. enlargement of fleet, adapting vehicles and trailers / load carriers

5

1

5. modal shift from road to rail or ship

2

2

6. introducing or extending shift structures; extending business
hours

2

1

n= 28

n = 12

Table 8:

Improvement measures planned / implemented by companies (open question, multiple
answers possible)
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It can be seen, that both soft (i.e. organisational, operational or IT measures) and hard
measures (i.e. changes to the company’s on-site infrastructure or the vehicle fleet) are part of
the repertoire. While modal shift did not rank at the top of the list, it was still mentioned and
might also be an indirect effect of some of as improved co-operation with other transport
service providers. Additionally, efficiency gains achieved through measures mentioned in the
third category can lead to an overall reduction – or slowed growth – of e.g. road traffic.

2.3.4 Motorways of the Sea in Hamburg?
Familiarity with and assessment of the MoS concept
Of the 70 companies which participated in the survey, less than a fourth (16) replied “yes” to
the question, if they were familiar with the EU-concept of Motorways of the Sea. Less than
half of the respondents (29) had heard about the concept, but did not know exactly what was
behind it and about one third (22) did not know the concept at all.
In this context it is interesting to look at the (self)classification of the responding companies.
Figure 15 shows, that the greatest familiarity with MoS was found among those companies,
that were directly involved with sea-based freight transport, but that the share of those, which
declared to have a concrete idea about the concept was never higher than approximately a
third of the responses.

Figure 15: Awareness of EU’s MoS concept among respondents (Q: “Is the EU concept of MoS familiar to
you?“) (Note: survey participants were able to choose more than one option for the selfclassification; coloured bars show the proportions of the respective answers relative to the
numbers in each company type.)

Interest in offering or purchasing services on new connections
After a short explanation of the MoS concept was provided, about a third of the respondents
(22) considered that new or improved MoS type connections to or from Hamburg could be
interesting for them, more than half of the companies (36) considered such services would
be useful – if not relevant for their own business – and only 9 respondents considered such
services unnecessary or not useful.
Almost the half of the respondents of each company type considered MoS to be of interest
for their company (Figure 16). The group trade / manufacturing constitutes an exception,
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which is unsurprising as most of these companies do not organise freight transport
themselves. However, representatives of this group agreed, that new MoS to / from Hamburg
were per se desirable. This position was relatively widespread, while those companies, which
actually operate water based freight transport, also showed the greatest interest with respect
to their own activities.
no. of
companies
shipping company - IWW

3

container depot operator

5

terminal operator

10

haulier - IWW

11

shipping company - ocean carrier

13

trade / manufacturing

13

haulier - rail

16

haulier - SSS / feeder / RoRo

16

handling, storage and warehousing

21

haulier - road

22

yes, also for our
company

yes, but not for our
company

no

Figure 16: Interest in the MoS concept among participants of the survey (Q: „Would you consider new
MoS type connections to / from Hamburg as desirable?”. (Note: survey participants were
able to choose more than one option for the self-classification; coloured bars show the
proportions of the respective answers relative to the numbers in each company type.)

These results do indicate, that demand for improved maritime freight transport connections
exists or is perceived, even if SSS / feeder connections being offered to and from Hamburg
in the North and Baltic Seas are already numerous. This observation also matches the
results of the evaluation of transport services currently purchased by respondents (see
Section 2.3.3): 22 participants of the survey, which already made use of SSS or feeder
services, mostly classified these as good, matching demand, but some respondents rated
the aspects frequency, capacity, handling times, transport times, reliability and costs only as
satisfactory or fair.
Survey participants were asked, for which destinations specifically they would like to offer or
use new or improved MoS type services. The results are presented in Table 9 below as they
were provided – no distinction has been made between services that already exist, those that
might not actually match the definition of MoS (such as e.g. Hamburg – Cuxhaven) or those,
that would indeed constitute a new service. It was considered most relevant to represent
(potential) supply and demand as it was stated by the respondents. A match between both
sides was only found for Rotterdam and St. Petersburg among the survey respondents.
However, since the group of companies, for whom such services would be of relevance is
actually much larger, further matches could easily exist. It would be of further interest in this
context, to find out, why in particular demand for services to destinations already on feeder /
SSS routes from Hamburg was mentioned by respondents
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MoS demand / supply relating to North Sea ports
would use MoS services to...
destination

would offer MoS services to...
frequency / capacity

Emden

-

Wilhelmshaven

-

Cuxhaven

-

ARA range

weekly / 300 TEU

Antwerp (x 2)

destination

frequency / capacity

Bremerhaven

2 x per week / 590 TEU

Rotterdam

weekly / 500 t

3 x per week / 300 TEU

Le Havre

3 x per week / 300 TEU

Felixstowe

3 x per week / 300 TEU

Bilbao

3 x per week / 300 TEU

UK, Belgium, Netherlands,
France

-

MoS demand / supply relating to Baltic Sea ports
would use MoS services to...
destination
Kiel

frequency / capacity

destination

frequency / capacity

-

Lübeck – Travemünde (x 2)
St. Petersburg
Sweden, Denmark, Finland

Table 9:

would offer MoS services to...

5 per week / 300 TEU
weekly / 400 TEU

St. Petersburg (x 2)

2 x weekly / 800 t – 590 TEU

-

Potential for supply of and demand for MoS type services among survey respondents (note:
details on frequency and capacity are stated as far as provided; demand and supply are
matched where possible)

Factors hindering the implementation of MoS and measures for improvement
One of the final questions posed asked about obstacles to the (further) implementation of
MoS that respondents perceived to exist. This was an open ended question addressed to
those respondents, who had identified a potential for supply and/or demand of new MoS type
connections. As could be expected, the perception of these was more differentiated relating
to obstacles existing in Hamburg rather than potential destinations (see Table 10 below).
Areas, in which bottlenecks in current operations and a resulting potential for improvement
had been identified in previous questions (e.g. rail infrastructure and customs procedures)
also appeared again in the answers to this question. They furthermore appear to reflect the
perception, that the port related infrastructure at potential destinations would not be up to
servicing additional demand (though numerically, this view was not very widespread among
respondents). Financial obstacles, while coming top of both lists, were mentioned even more
often in relation to potential destinations.
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obstacles perceived at the Hamburg end
no. of responses
financial reasons (port charges, handling charges)

7

rail related factors (status of infrastructure, organisational & staffing problems)

5

administrative / operational reasons

4

lack of demand

4

factors related to customs procedures (lack of competence / knowledge of staff)

3

lack of turnover capacities (too slow)

2

freight charges too low

1

long planning processes

1

lack of sites for logistics use

1

problems with hinterland connections

1

workers’ unions

1

“people still think, trucks are faster”

1

obstacles perceived at destination(s)
no. of responses
financial reasons

9

lack of demand

2

rail related factors (status of infrastructure)

1

administrative / operational reasons

1

long planning processes

1

berthing times

1

availability of berths

1

terminal / quay infrastructure

1

corruption

1

Table 10: Obstacles to (further) implementation of MoS (type services) as perceived by survey
respondents

The companies participating in the survey were finally asked, which measures they
considered to be most important to be implemented in Hamburg, Germany and/or at EU level
in order to foster the implementation of the MoS connections they had identified as desirable.
Again, the number of proposals was more numerous and differentiated relating to activities
closest to home, i.e. at the Hamburg level and here specific requirements relating to ICT
procedures were detailed for the first time (see Table 11 below). These had not been
provided at the same level of detail at previous opportunities, were improvement measures
could be proposed (see Section 2.3.3).
Respondents identified a need for financial support for MoS, though interestingly the actual
activities or measures to be subsidised were not detailed for the Hamburg level while for both
the German government and the EU a need was identified to provide specific support for
environmentally friendly modes (though these were not specified further) and to foster modal
shift.
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measures for MoS required to be taken in Hamburg

no. of responses

improve infrastructure (more cargo handling areas; create connections to southern port areas;
hinterland connections; road building; deepening the Elbe river)

6

ICT measures (alternative to Dakosy 31 > ZAPP; improved handling times in ATLAS; include all
paper based procedures in ATLAS)

4

subsidies

2

improve communication between actors and clarify responsibilities (e.g. rail, terminals,
customs)

2

measures for MoS required at the German level
improve transport infrastructure (in the hinterland: e.g. motorways, rail tracks)

3

subsidies (for environmentally friendly modes; for measures such as shift from road to rail/MoS)

2

measures for MoS required at the EU level
subsidies (for environmentally friendly modes; for modal shift)

3

Table 11: Measures proposed to foster the implementation of MoS

2.4

MoS and the environment

The introduction to the TEN-T guidelines 32 stresses, that in establishing and developing the
Trans European Transport Network, the following goal is pursued among others: ensuring
the environmentally and socially sustainable mobility of people and goods – in addition to
guaranteeing this mobility with the greatest possible certainty.
The discussion about MoS often creates the impression that the seas are a very large - if wet
– area open for transport purposes, the conduction of which is governed solely by weather
conditions, national and international legislation as well as the topography of the sea floor. By
the same token, shipping is advocated again and again as the environmentally friendly
alternative to road transport. Considering the issue in absolute rather than relative terms,
though, there is no completely environmentally friendly transport mode at the moment – at
least not in freight transport and over long distances. Every option – road, rail, air and water
– implies a consumption of resources and specific emissions in terms of gases, particles and
noise. Thus all freight transport has impacts on the habitats and health of people, animals
and plants. Depending on the transport mode, these impacts differ in their relative magnitude
and when looking at quantifiable factors (such as CO2 emission or particulate matter)
different modes are variously harmful in comparison (Table 12).
The figures show, that on the relations selected the feeder ship causes less harmful
emissions – but only when considering CO2 and nitrous oxides, and with respect to the latter,
the feeder ship fares better than the HGV only if the HGV does not comply with the higher of
the two European emission classes illustrated. A further problem in this context is the fact,
that analyses of potentials for MoS development in other EU-Projects 33 showed, that on
every connection investigated, MoS type connections could only attract sufficient freight
volumes, if ships operated at higher speeds (i.e. 22-24 knots) than they do today (Baird,
2007). However, this would increase fuel consumption and therefore the specific emissions
above the averages shown in Table 12. The dimension and consequently relative changes
compared to emissions of road transport on the same relation depend on the ship’s engine
specifications and the fuel used. Bunker fuels burned today generally contain extremely high

31

the proprietary data communication system used in the Port of Hamburg and financed by the companies
using it

32

Decision No 1692/96/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 July 1996 on Community
guidelines for the development of the trans-European transport network –20.05.2004

33

RoRo traffic on the relations Gothenburg-Zeebrugge, Plymouth-Bilbao und Genoa-Barcelona
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percentages of sulphur and burn rather impurely (Davies, et al., 2000; Eyring, et al.2004).
Improvements in engine and exhaust scrubbing technologies as well as changes in the fuel
used could tip the balance illustrated in Table 12 in favour of the feeder ship for both
particulate matter and sulphur dioxide.

Route
Transport mode

CO2
(kg)

nitrous
oxides

particulate
matter

sulphur
dioxide

(NOx - kg)

(kg)

(SO2 - kg)

distance
(km)

Port of Hamburg – Port of Bremerhaven
HGV 40 t, emission class: EURO 2

183

2

0,03

0,1

HGV 40 t, emission class: EURO 4

183

1

0,01

0,1

feeder ship

40

1

0,07

0,9

HGV 40 t, emission class: EURO 2

650

7

0,1

0,4

HGV 40 t, emission class: EURO 4

653

3,3

0,02

0,4

feeder ship (+ feeder truck)

198

4,6

0,3

4,2

142
157

Lübeck city centre – Amsterdam city centre
526
721

Table 12: Comparative evaluation of emissions for the transport of 18t of averagely heavy goods 34 ;
least harmful emission levels on each relation for different substances are highlighted
source: own calculations based on www.ecotransit.org

Another problem relating to shipping is the potential introduction of foreign species – the so
called neophytes - into new habitats via the ballast water. Thus the ribbed jellyfish
(Mnemiopsis leidyi), originally from North America, caused - in combination with overfertilisation and over-fishing - the almost complete collapse of the sardine and anchovy
fisheries in the Black Sea during the nineteen eighties (Hoffmann, 2007). The species was
first detected in he Baltic Sea off Kiel at the end of 2006 and there, too, the population has
multiplied considerably. Should this trend continue and the species spread further, another
serious threat to the Baltic Sea’s fish populations would aggravate the effects of overfertilisation and over-fishing, which can be observed here, too. This would be at least as
great an economic problem as an ecological one.
An economic loss – or at least an unwanted side effect related to shipping activities – has
also been created in Hamburg. An air quality analysis in the Hamburg Hafen City (a new
urban quarter currently under construction and located on the northern shore of the river
Elbe, just opposite the Port of Hamburg) found such high emission loads around the new
cruise ship terminal, that the zoning had to be changed to specifically prevent the
construction of the residential buildings originally planned for this location. Office and
commercial buildings (which fetch much lower prices per square metre) could only receive
planning permission, if all windows facing the terminal are sealed and air for internal
ventilation is drawn from unpolluted areas (Der Spiegel, 2007). At the same time, LübeckTravemünde is in danger of losing its status as an ‘officially recognised Baltic Sea health spa’
due to emissions from shipping. These examples provide a further indication for the fact, that
providing ‘clean’ land-side electricity to ships in port (cold ironing) could be of considerable
use for a variety of reasons.
In conclusion, shipping does not automatically carry a sustainability bonus compared to road
transport - as in most cases, here, too, the situation is more complex. A comparative
evaluation of the two modes should thus always be case specific. In doing so, it would
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This is equivalent to the mean net weight of 2 TEU in the Port of Hamburg (Statistisches Amt für Hamburg
und Schleswig Holstein, 2006) plus 0,1 t container weight per tonne of cargo.
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furthermore also fall short of realities to merely consider CO2-emissions or any possible
contributions to climate change.

3 – Knowledge gained and knowledge gaps still existing
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Knowledge gained and knowledge gaps still existing

The original objectives of the study had been defined as follows (see Section 2.1):
• collating more detailed information on port and hinterland related goods flows (cargo
types and quantities, modal split, origins and destinations) at the Hamburg level,
•

collecting information about potential obstacles to MoS related activities and

•

appraising the interest in MoS type activities in the Hamburg logistics community as
well as the potential for modal shift.

The freight volumes identified in the study as well as other statistics available show clearly,
that a lot of the freight movements in Hamburg are not related to port activities but to other
business and trade in the city and its metropolitan region. The findings also indicate that the
modal split differs for different cargo types – which tallies with expectations, certainly when
considering bulk cargo versus container traffic, for example. However, comparing both the
findings of the study with existing statistics relating to the freight movements in the port and
the Hamburg metropolitan area as well as comparing such statistics to each other, it has
become quite clear, that those knowledge gaps still existing cannot reliably be filled by
interweaving information from different sources. The figures differ too much in their baselines
as well as in the actual quantities they describe. Clearly, we still know more about cargo and
its turn-over in the port and the metropolitan region than we do about its transport and the
traffic that is generated.
But such information – directions of movement for all types of cargo to and from the port and
the city as well as modal split for different cargo manifestations on these relations – would be
required in order to know, for example, what share of problems in the hinterland is due to
port traffic or whether and to what extent possible solutions might have to be targeted more
widely. This issue is also of wider relevance, relating for example to quality of life in port’s
immediate neighbourhood as well as the region and the local and wider environment.
The results of this study do indicate, that while there is an acute awareness of transport
related bottlenecks in and around the port, companies are not so strongly affected that their
business is jeopardised. Firstly, there seems to be potential for remedial action within the
companies themselves and this is also utilised. This is also an area, where the City of
Hamburg together with the HPA might be able to help companies by actively providing
advice to both the larger and the smaller players. Secondly, some of the measures proposed
to solve the problems perceived – certainly inside the port – relate to organisational and
operational issues, which though still often complex, could theoretically be implemented
more quickly than extensions of the infrastructure. Such extensions or adaptations do form
the majority of measures proposed, though. However, they mostly cannot be implemented
within the relatively short time span that would be appropriate to solving today’s problems
and in some cases, it might not be possible to finance them, even in the long term – at least
not to the extend that is suggested by the wish lists. Other solutions must therefore be found
– even while the long term perspective is maintained.
Furthermore, the gaps and inconsistencies in the data also make any reliable forecasts of the
development of freight traffic more difficult than they would be anyway in such a complex
system. The study has shown, for example, that the respondents, responsible for a
considerable amount of bulk and non-containerised general cargo as well as about a third of
the containerised cargo turned over in the port, forecast much slower growth rates in turn
over – at least for a two year period – than are generally assumed for and by the port (see
Forecasts, p.25). Thus the magnitude of traffic growth on different modes and any resulting
bottlenecks – or aggravation of existing problems – can really merely be guessed at. In this
context, it would be very useful if the City of Hamburg or preferably the Metropolitan Region
had an up to date integrated land-use and transport model at its disposal. This would have
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the added advantage of not just considering port related freight traffic in the same context as
other freight movements in the area but would also integrate this information with a
consideration of personal transport, which – particularly but not only – on the roads mostly
places an even bigger demand on infrastructural capacities. Thus all elements of the
transport system need to be seen together as well as in their interaction with land-use
patterns.
The concept of Motorways of the Sea has been brought into play by the EU as a reaction to
precisely some of the problems identified in Hamburg since they are, of course, found, in
many other places, as well. The concept itself was not very well known among the
respondents to the survey but – after receiving an explanation – most considered it useful.
Some demand for or interest in supply of new connections was also identified. The
obstacles, which respondents saw to the implementation of MoS (relating in many ways also
to current and future short sea shipping activities in general) related largely to fiscal or
operational issues. Measures proposed for improvement in Hamburg did relate to the
infrastructure, but these had in part to do more with cargo handling than with freight traffic.
Also, the majority of measures proposed were again of a fiscal or operational nature.
Thus, MoS – and the resulting modal shift of freight transport away from mainly road based
transport chains – should certainly be seen as part of the package of solutions available to
the problems identified today in capacity as well as environmental and quality of life issues.
They have the added advantage, of being less reliant on far reaching extensions of
infrastructural elements of the system and could thus be implemented more quickly.
However, they do depend on market mechanisms and wishing to see them implemented
from a public point of view would rely on information provision and also possibly the creation
of fiscal arguments – either by providing incentives or by creating higher costs for road
transport. The options for this at the Hamburg level are limited – if not non-existent. However,
further exploring the potential MoS demand and supply identified in this study – along with
the question of why existing services are seemingly not considered sufficient – would be a
good starting point.
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APPENDICES

5.1

Appendix 1 – NMC II project overview

5.1.1 Aims of the project
Northern Maritime Corridor is the term for a sea based transportation corridor that stretches
from North West Russia and Northern Norway to continental Europe, connecting the coastal
areas of the North Sea and the Northern Periphery (see
Figure 17). Northern Maritime Corridor (NMC) was also the name of a project that ran from
2002 until 2005 and was funded through two INTERREG IIIB programmes, the North Sea
Programme and the Northern Periphery Programme. The aim of NMC was to promote the
Northern Maritime Corridor as a safe, efficient and sustainable option for sea based freight
transport.

Figure 17: The Northern Maritime Corridor

The umbrella under which the activities described in this report were carried out was the
follow-up project NMC II, which ran from January 2006 until June 2008 (funded through the
same programmes). The aim of NMC II project was to examine the structure of freight
transport through different North Sea ports and in their hinterlands with a view to the potential
of modal shift from road to sea (and rail) based transport chains and to analyse existing and
anticipated bottlenecks as precisely as possible. At the same time the results and initiatives
coming from the NMC project were to be enhanced and the process of promoting the
Northern Maritime Corridor as a Motorway of the Sea (MoS) was to be continued by NMC II.
The goal was to improve the communication between the various relevant actors in freight
transportation in both the private and the public sector and in different regions through
activities such as business-to-business (B2B) meetings and conferences. By thus enhancing
international networking between regional clusters, the project was to further contribute to the
EU’s goal of moving cargo flows from road to MoS and their hinterland connections.
Recommendations for efficient targeting of funding and thus an improved implementation of
MoS projects were to be provided to national transportation authorities, DG TREN and other
MoS actors. These were to be based on the findings of the dialogue with different actors in
the transport sector and the results of the analyses of transportation flows within and
between the participating regions.
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5.1.2 Project structure and contents
The project activities were structured into the following six work packages (WPs):
WP A – Motorway of the Northern Seas
project management; co-ordination and collation of results; co-ordination of
further INTERREG activities and cooperation with other relevant projects
WP B – NMC as a MoS within the TEN-T network
monitoring of MoS developments at the EU level; input and comments of NMC
consortium to relevant consultations and processes; initiation of and
participation in the North Sea MoS task force
WP C – Market Communication and New SSS Services
communication with private sector companies and implementation of the
services planned in the forerunner project NMC
WP D – Technological Development and ICT Tools
development of thematically relevant, interoperable and sustainable ICT
applications (i.e. information portals on SSS / MoS offers)
WP E – Polycentric Port Scenarios and Framework Conditions for SSS
analysis of the existing framework conditions for MoS (incl. hinterland
transportation;, scenarios for future container traffic and modal shift;
recommendations for action
WP F – Petroleum Sector Transport
development and maintenance of networks between governmental bodies as
well as private sector companies with the Barent See Region and Moscow;
MoS concepts for petroleum transport

5.1.3 Partners and subpartners in the NMC II consortium
The NMC II project consortium consisted of 9 partner organisations and 24 sub partners (see
below). Rogaland County Council from Norway acted as the lead partner, other partner
organisations came from Belgium, Denmark, England, Scotland, Germany and The
Netherlands. The consortium consisted of regional and local authorities as well as port and
maritime transport operators. In addition, two university institutes, one ICT consultant and
one logistics consultant took part in the project. The German project partners were the
Ministry of Economic and Labour Affairs of the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg as well
as the Institute for Transport Planning and Logistics of the Technical University of HamburgHarburg.
1. Rogaland County Council, Norway (Lead Partner)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vest-Agder County Council
Hordaland County Council
Sogn og Fjordane County Council
Sør-Trøndelag County Council
Troms County Council
Barents Secretariat
in cooperation with Norwegian transportation directorates

2. Aberdeenshire County Council
•

Orkney Islands Council
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3. Ministry of Flanders - Waterways and Maritime Administration
•
•
•
•
•

•

Province of West Flanders
Province of East Flanders
Port of Ghent
Port of Ostend
Port of Zeebrugge
Port of Antwerp

4. Amsterdam Port Authority
• City of Dordrecht
5. Groningen Seaports
6. Esbjerg Port Authority
7. TDF – Danish Logistics Centres
8. Humber Forum
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

University of Hull, Logistics Institute
Hull City Council
Association of British Ports
PD Port Services
DFDS Tor Line
NorCargo UK
SeaCargo UK
Ragged Edge Consulting

9. Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg – Behörde für Wirtschaft und Arbeit
•

Technische Universität Hamburg-Harburg - Institut für Verkehrsplanung und Logistik
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5.2

Appendix 2 - List of business types coded in the address data
base and their use in the questionnaire study
code list of HHM database

1.1 Agribulk Terminals
1.2 Mineral Dry Bulk Terminals
1.3 Container Terminals
1.4 General Cargo Terminals
1.5 Forest Products Terminals
1.6 Fruit Terminals
1.7 Liquid Cargo/ Chemical Terminals
1.8 Multi Purpose Terminals
1.9 Passenger Terminals
1.10 Ro-Ro Terminals
1.11 Vehicle Terminals
1.12 Ports of Metropolitan Region
2.1.1 General Cargo
2.1.2 Cocoa, Coffee, Tea
2.1.3 Cold Stores
2.1.4 Rubber
2.1.5 Spices
2.1.6 Tobacco
2.1.7 Bulk Cargo
2.2 Logistics / Forwarding Agents
3.1 Bunker Services / Freshwater Delivery
3.2 Cargo Surveyors / Inspection Companies
3.3 Classification Societies
3.4.1 Container Consulting
3.4.2 Container Leasing /Trading
3.4.3 Container Packing
3.4.4 Container Repairs
3.4.5 Container Transport
3.5 Customs Clearance
3.6 IT Services
3.7 Export Packing / Seaworthy Packing
3.8 Financial & Insurance Services
3.9 Logistic Research & Training
3.10.1 Marine Engineering
3.10.2 Marine and Ports Equipment
3.10.3 Ship Repair
3.10.4 Waste Disposal
3.10.5 Other Marine Services
3.11 Port & Logistic Consultancy

35

To be included in the study?
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
only those located inside/near the port 35
only those located inside/near the port
yes
only those located inside/near the port
only those located inside/near the port
no

Some companies were only included in the study due to their geographic location, since it was to be
expected, that the volume of freight traffic they generated would be comparatively small and would thus only
be of interest for the study if it was in direct relation to the port.
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code list of HHM database
3.12 Floating Cranes
3.13 Ship Chandlers / Ship Suppliers
3.14 Ship Reporting Services
3.15 Ship Reporting Services
3.16 Tally Companies
3.17 Tug & Mooring Services
3.18 Port Tours
3.19 Cruising & Yachting
3.20 Hotels
3.21 Pilotage
3.22 Security
4.1 Liner / Shipping Agents
4.2 Railway Services
4.3 Barge Carriers / Lighterage
4.4 Airlines
4.4.1 Air cargo Forwarders
5.1 Hamburg Ministries
5.2 Customs Head Office
5.3 Hamburg Business Development Corporation
5.4 Hamburg Chamber of Commerce
5.5 Hamburg Fair & Congress Company
5.6 Hamburg Tourist Board
5.7 Port
5.8 Airport
5.9 Federal Maritime & Hydrographic Agency
6.1 Logistics Associations
6.2 Port Associations
6.3 Shipping Associations
6.4 Wholesale & Foreign Trade Associations
7. Consulates
8. Trade Promotion Organisations
9. Associated Ports

To be included in the study?
no
only those located inside/near the port
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
only if located inside/near the port
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
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5.3

Appendix 3 – Overview of questionnaire (German)
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Appendix 4 – Freight transport studies carried out in Hamburg
parallel to the NMC study

HPA / ISL / Global Insight: Study looking at containerised port and hinterland
freight transport
In 2007, the Hamburg Port Authority (HPA) commissioned the Institute for Maritime
Transport Economics and Logistics (Institut für Seeverkehrswirtschaft und Logistik - ISL),
Bremen, together with the Global Insight Deutschland GmbH, Frankfurt, to develop a
container traffic model for the Port of Hamburg to determine the market position of the port in
the European hinterland and trans-shipment regions.
During spring 2007, the project partners conducted a targeted company survey on container
transport in the hinterland of the Port of Hamburg. Based on questionnaires and expert
interviews, the total volume of TEUs handled in the port was to be differentiated into ocean to
hinterland, short sea to hinterland as well as transhipment traffic.
The survey was primarily addressed at hauliers and hinterland transport companies, shipping
companies, container terminal operators as well as export companies based in the region of
Hamburg.
One aim of the survey was the generation of an improved basis for decision making on the
extension of public infrastructures as well as for capital investments by HPA.

HPA: Study of internal port traffic
Additionally, the HPA conducted an enquiry – via written questionnaire about internal port
traffic to better understand the structures of the traffic flows within the Port of Hamburg.
Approximately 120 haulage and logistics companies based in the port area were written to by
HPA.
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5.5

Appendix 5 - Modal split figures from NMC study
disaggregated by cargo type as well as incoming and
outgoing traffic
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Figure 18: Modal split figures for freight moved by respondents to NMC II survey, disaggregated

